Full-Strength bathware line.
Engineered for every stage of life.
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Independence.

We value it most when it
eludes our grasp.

AKER’s new Outlook plus

Series simplifies life for
everyone.

Accessibility Code Compliant series
AKER gives you independence at any stage of life with our
comprehensive Outlook plus Series of showers and tub
showers to meet needs across generations.
Outlook plus bathware keeps everyone in mind regardless
of age, size or ability because the desire for comfort and
security is universal. However, we never skimp on style.
Even our products designed specifically to meet the
growing need for accessibility code compliance feature
the classic lines and looks that appeal to any sensibility.
In other words...

Outlook plus is the complete package.

Our Code Compliant models meet major accessibility

building codes, including ADA and ANSI1 when fully
equipped and installed according to guidelines. These
showers and tub showers provide

optimal safety

accessibility

and

today and tomorrow. For example,

each unit has reinforced walls, in accordance with the
accessibility requirements of the Fair Housing Act, to offer
versatility in grab-bar and seat placement when not factory
installed. Code-specific option packages for seats and grab
bars make choosing the right unit a snap.

The “U.S.” in “usability”
Made only in state-of-the-art U.S. facilities, AKER Outlook
plus products have gained dependability from bringing a
Full-Strength Approach to quality and service for more than
40 years.
We start by hand rolling the fiberglass and resin laminate up to
four times, and we don’t skimp on the mix. Next, we use balsa
wood, sandwiched between layers of reinforced fiberglass, to
stabilize our four-part “Anti-flex” construction. Finally, we
reinforce the sidewalls with fiberglass and wood ensuring
sturdier installation, meaning a safer overall product.

generation + series
Our Generation + models appeal to a broad base of ages and
abilities to allow

graceful adaptation through the

years – from preening parent to active adult. We apply our
design innovation to universal user-friendliness and
comfort for ultimate peace of mind. Stylish accessories
and built-in features let you adapt for lifestyles from cradle
to cane.

AKER stands behind its products with industry-leading
warranties against structural, surface and cosmetic defects.
All gelcoat units are covered for 5 years. Plus, our USA-based
customer service is just one more way we fulfill our mission
to offer the best support while making it easy to do business
with us.
AKER’s Outlook plus Series is easy for everyone because it’s

Built to Perform.
Outlook plus units also meet Massachusetts state code requirements when fully equipped and installed according to guidelines. Refer to separate document for more information.
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Accessibility Code Compliant series

Accessibility Code Compliant series

tub shower
Choosing the right Outlook plus code compliant model,
regardless of project type, is almost as easy as using one
because AKER wants you to

save time, money and

Standard Features
1-piece gelcoat tub shower
• Reinforced walls according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
• Above-the-Floor Rough
• Right or left-hand drain
• Textured bottom
• Total apron height 17 ¾”

5

year

warranty
on gelcoat

hassle.

Packages components
• Textured stainless steel straight grab bars
• Removable Phenolic white seat
• Compliant pressure balance mixing valve, hand shower,
slide bar and flexible hose

Our base models come in industry-standard dimensions

reinforced walls, in
accordance with the accessibility requirements
of the Fair Housing Act, making future modifications
and popular styles. All feature

options & accessories

simple and sound. When you choose a fully compliant package,

• Chrome curtain rod
• Chrome recessed soap dish
• White vinyl shower curtain with stainless steel hooks

rest assured it meets the current major building code of your
choosing and features the best options available. Finally, we

simplified selections

with unique, instinctive ordering

codes to minimize confusion.

ANSI package shown

Sidewalls reinforcement according to
Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements

Ordering is then as easy as 1-2-3
1

Select the model according to size / style / skirt height

2

Select a configuration package:

Transfer & roll-in showerS
Standard Features

5

1-piece gelcoat shower
• Reinforced walls according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
• Available with 1 1/ 8 ’’ skirt and ¾ ’’ reduced skirt
• ½ ’’ threshold
• Center drain
• Textured bottom

year

warranty
on gelcoat

• Base model
• Partial packages (grab bar only or with seat)
• Fully compliant units

3

package components
• Textured stainless steel grab bars: straight, L-shaped or U-shaped
• L-Shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat
• Compliant pressure balance mixing valve, hand shower,
slide bar and flexible hose

If desired, select additional options and accessories.

AKER’s Outlook plus Series is easy for everyone – our
business partners and our users – because it’s

Built to

options & accessories

Perform.

Code compliance: ANSI-ICC A117.1, ADA Standards for Accessible Design,
521 CMR (Massachusetts), FHA, CSA B45.5-11 / IAPMO Z124-2011, HUD UM 73a,
astm f-462.
6
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• Chrome curtain rod
• Chrome recessed soap dish
• White vinyl shower curtain with stainless steel hooks
ADA I ANSI package (with seat) shown
MAAX assumes no responsibilities for final code compliance. Information and specifications taken from this document must be confirmed with appropriate authorities.
Units are code compliant when fully equipped and installed according to guidelines. Outlook plus units also meet Massachusetts state code requirements when fully
equipped and installed according to guidelines. Refer to separate document for more information.
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Accessibility Code Compliant series

Accessibility Code Compliant series

INSTALLS EASILY ANY WAY YOU CHOOSE
Outlook plus installs easily, cleanly and securely in any situation. Choose our 1 1/8 inch skirt with a built-in flange or our
standard ¾-inch reduced skirt: either works equally well for recessed in-floor or on-floor installation.

1/2’’

Whichever unit or method you choose, code
compliance comes easily. Simply ensure the
bathroom floor meets the start of the sloped
exterior threshold (see line A).

Once properly placed, the ½-inch
interior and exterior beveled threshold
edges of our Outlook plus units allow
walk-in or roll-in shower access without
worry.

Customize any AKER Outlook plus unit to best suit your desire for comfort and security with our comprehensive
selection of code compliant packages, options and accessories. Options are factory-installed
on the units; whereas accessories come separately and therefore can be ordered after the product is installed.
Consult product pages to see the available options and accessories for each of our products.

Package Components

2

Code requires max. ½" level change

Our 1 1/8 inch skirt
Drain

1 1/ 8’’
Finished floor

Code requires max. ½" level change

Subfloor

Drain

Simplify your work with this unit's
added height to achieve proper leveling
and drainage without boxing out the
subfloor. A front flange secures the base
under recessed or built-up flooring,
eliminating the need for brackets, for
a sturdy fit that prevents cracking and
bowing of the threshold.

3

AKER’s Outlook plus textured stainless steel grab
bars feature an easy to clean smooth surface.
Straight1 , L-shaped2 or U-shaped3, in multiple
dimensions, there is one for every need. All grab
bars are 1 1/ 4” in diameter, securely bolted through
the wall, and are designed and tested to withstand
up to 300 lbs. of pressure as per major accessibility
building codes.

Phenolic Fold-Up Shower Seat

Drain

/

Subfloor

Perfect for common ¾-inch finish
floor applications, this unit requires
a 10-by-10 inch area to be boxed
out to allow the drain to sit below
the subflooring. A simple 90-degree
bracket can secure the center of the
threshold to the floor for added stability
and sturdiness during installation.

Access ramp

Same height

Drain

Ramp (Slope 1:12)

Ramp

Functional recessed
chrome soap dish for
added storage space.

Subfloor

A code-compliant 1:12 access ramp, when
installed according to its manufacturer's
guidelines, can also be used with either
product or installation method.

Shower Curtain

AKER’s Outlook plus rectangular shaped removable
seat is made with stainless steel frames and white
Phenolic seat tops. Phenolic is a high quality
material that is smooth and non-porous, easy to
clean and does not retain bacteria. The seat can
be placed on the tub for safe and secure transfers
or completely removed when not required to
optimize space. All seats are designed and tested
to withstand 300 lbs. of load capacity.

Our ¾ inch reduced skirt

3 4’’

Finished floor

Soap Dish

Subfloor

Phenolic Removable Tub Shower Seat
Code requires max. ½" level change

Chrome curtain rod is
factory installed. A white
vinyl shower curtain is sold
separately.

AKER’s Outlook plus L-shaped fold-up seat is made
with stainless steel frames and white Phenolic seat
tops. Phenolic is a high quality material that is smooth
and non-porous, easy to clean and does not retain
bacteria. This fold-up seat virtually disappears in the
shower when you don’t need it, but is accessible when
you do. All seats are designed and tested to withstand
300 lbs. of load capacity.

1 1/ 8’’

Finished floor

Curtain Rod

Grab Bars
1

Options & Accessories

White anti-bacterial vinyl
curtain with stainless
steel hooks.

Shower Drain

Faucet Kit
Optimize your shower experience with the Outlook
plus Code Compliant faucet kit available in chrome.
The kit includes a pressure balance mixing valve,
hand-held shower, a 24'' slide bar and 60'' flexible
hose.

Functional solid brass
shower drain with chrome
stainless steel grid. Quick
caulk-seal feature.

MAAX assumes no responsibilities for final code compliance. Information and specifications taken from this document must be confirmed with appropriate authorities.
Units are code compliant when fully equipped and installed according to guidelines. Outlook plus units also meet Massachusetts state code requirements when fully
equipped and installed according to guidelines. Refer to separate document for more information.
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Accessibility Code Compliant series

Accessibility Code Compliant series
OPS-6036-RS I OPS-6036 roll-in shower

OPtS-6032 tub shower

5

Dimensions

year

warranty

• Interior dimensions:
• Exterior dimensions:
•	Apron height:

on gelcoat

5

Dimensions

year

warranty
on gelcoat

Interior Dimensions: 60’’ L x 36’’ W x 76 / ’’ H
Exterior Dimensions:		
60 ½’’ L x 39 1/4’’ W x 78 3/8’’ H
			
60 ½’’ L x 39 1/4’’ W x 78 3/4’’ H
3/ 4’’ & 1 1/ 8’’
•	Skirt height: 		
• Threshold:
½’’
5 8

•

57’’ L x 31 ½’’ W x 69 ¾’’ H
59 ¾’’ L x 34’’ W x 74 ½’’ H
17 ¾’’

•

Standard Features

1-piece tub shower
•	Reinforced according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
•	Right or left-hand drain
• Textured bottom
• Above-the-Floor Rough
• Available in standard and non-standard colors

Standard Features
1-piece roll-in shower
•	Reinforced according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
•	Center drain
• Textured bottom
• Available in standard and non-standard colors

Tub shower with complete ANSI package shown

Shower with complete ADA / ANSI package with seat shown

configurations

configurations
2

1

1

3

3

2

ANSI only

(141310-R/L1) ADA
(141311-R/L1) ANSI

4

4 x 24’’ Horizontal straight textured stainless
steel grab bars (ADA & ANSI)

•

4 x 24’’ Horizontal straight textured stainless
steel grab bars

•

1 x 18’’ Vertical straight textured stainless
steel grab bar (ANSI only)

•

Removable Phenolic white seat

5

Tub shower base model with
ANSI grab bars & seat

6

•

•

•

Removable Phenolic white seat

•

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve
with hand-held shower

•

Removable Phenolic white seat

Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve
with hand-held shower

1 x 18’’ Vertical straight textured stainless
steel grab bar
Removable Phenolic white seat

•
1
2

R/L hand refers to right or left drain positioning.
Soap dish and curtain rod sold seperately.

(141295-R/L1)

(141296)

5

6

(141341)

(141297-R/L )

(141298-R/L1)

(141299)

•

1 x 18’’ Vertical straight textured stainless
steel grab bar

•	L-shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 37’’ x 33’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

Shower base model with complete
ADA / ANSI package (with seat)

R/L hand refers to right or left grab bar positioning.
Soap dish and curtain rod sold seperately.

Shower base model with complete
ADA package (without seat)

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 37’’ x 33’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•

1 x Horizontal U-shaped 33’’ x 60’’ x 33’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•	L-shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing
valve with hand-held shower

•

Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

•

•

2

1 x Horizontal U-shaped 33’’ x 60’’ x 33’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•

(141340-R/L1)

4 x 24’’ Horizontal straight textured
stainless steel grab bars

•	Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 37’’ x 33’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

(141339-R/L1)

Shower base model with
ADA / ANSI L-shaped grab bar & seat

1

Shower base model with
ADA U-shaped grab bar

Shower base model with
ADA / ANSI L-shaped grab bar

1

Tub shower base model
with complete ANSI package
•

•

(141338)

(141294)

•

(141315-R/L1)

4 x 24’’ Horizontal straight textured
stainless steel grab bars

4 x 24’’ Horizontal straight textured stainless
steel grab bars

(141337-R/L1)

4

(141314-R/L1)

Tub shower base model with
complete ADA package

(141336)

Shower base model

•

(141313-R/L1)

•

Tub shower base model with
ADA grab bars & seat

Tub shower base model with
ADA or ansi grab bars

Compliant Packages

tub shower base model

(141312-R/L1)

Compliant Packages

(141309-R/L1)

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve
with hand-held shower
Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

MAAX assumes no responsibilities for final code compliance. Information and specifications taken from this document must be confirmed with appropriate authorities.
Units are code compliant when fully equipped and installed according to guidelines. Outlook plus units also meet Massachusetts state code requirements when fully
equipped and installed according to guidelines. Refer to separate document for more information.
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Accessibility Code Compliant series

5

year

warranty
on gelcoat

Accessibility Code Compliant series

OPS-6030-RS I OPS-6030 roll-in shower

OPS-3636-RS I OPS-3636 transfer shower

Dimensions

Dimensions

Standard Features

Standard Features

on gelcoat

•

•

1-piece roll-in shower
•	Reinforced according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
•	Center drain
• Textured bottom
• Available in standard and non-standard colors

Shower with complete ADA / ANSI package with seat shown

year

Interior dimensions: 36’’ L x 36’’ W x 76 5/8’’ H	
• Exterior dimensions:		
38 3/4’’ L x 39’’ W x 78 3/8’’
3
			
38 /4’’ L x 39’’ W x 78 3/4’’ H
3/ 4’’ & 1 1/ 8’’
•	Skirt height:
• Threshold:
½’’

•

5 8

5

warranty

Interior dimensions : 60’’ L x 30 / ’’ W x 76 / ’’ H	
Exterior dimensions :		 62 7/8’’ L x 33 1/4’’ W x 78 3/8’’ H
			
62 7/8’’ L x 33 1/4’’ W x 78 3/4’’ H
3/ 4’’ & 1 1/ 8’’
•	Skirt height: 		
• Threshold:
½’’
1 4

1-piece transfer shower
•	Reinforced according to Fair Housing Act accessibility requirements
• Center drain
• Textured bottom
• Available in standard and non-standard color

configurations

Shower with complete ANSI package shown

configurations

1

3

2

1

2

3

(141322-R/L1) ADA

(141330-R/L1)
(141288-R/L1)

(141287)

Shower base model

Compliant Packages

4

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 27’’ x 37’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

5

Shower base model

(141333-R/L1)

(141334)

(141290-R/L )

(141291-R/L1)

(141292)

Shower base model with
ADA / ANSI L-shaped grab bar & seat
1 x Horizontal L-shaped 27’’ x 37’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•	L-Shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

Shower base model with complete
ADA / ANSI package (with seat)
•

•	L-shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat
•

R/L hand refers to right or left grab bar positioning.
2
Soap dish and curtain rod sold seperately.
1

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 27’’ x 37’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve 		
with hand-held shower
Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

•
•

4

(141332-R/L1)

Shower base model with complete
ADA package (without seat)
•

•

Shower base model with
ANSI grab bar & seat

Chrome pressure balance mixing
valve with hand-held shower

•

1 x Vertical 18’’ straight textured
stainless steel grab bar

1
2

R/L hand refers to right or left grab bar positioning.
Soap dish and curtain rod sold seperately.

(141327-R/L1)
(141277-R/L1)

(141326-R/L1)
(141276-R/L1)

Base model with complete ANSI package

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 34 / x 18’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 34 3/ 8’’ x 18’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•	L-shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

•

1 x Vertical 18’’ straight textured stainless
steel grab bar

3 8’’

•	L-Shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

•

6

•

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 34 / x 18’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 34 3/ 8’’ x 18’’
textured stainless steel grab bar
•	L-Shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

1 x Horizontal L-shaped 34 3/ 8’’ x 18’’
textured stainless steel grab bar (ADA & ANSI)
1 x Vertical 18’’ straight textured stainless steel
grab bar (ANSI only)

Base model with complete ADA package

•

flexible hose

Shower base model with
ADA grab bar & seat

5

(141325-R/L1)
(141275-R/L1)

1 x Horizontal U-shaped 27’’ x 60’’ x 27’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

•	Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’

(141274-R/L1)

Shower base model with
ADA or ANSI grab bar

1 x Horizontal U-shaped 27’’ x 60’’ x 27’’
textured stainless steel grab bar

6

1

•

•

(141324-R/L1)

(141272-R/L1) ADA
(141273-R/L1) ANSI

(141271)

Shower base model with
ADA U-shaped grab bar

Shower base model with
ADA / ANSI L-shaped grab bar
•

(141321)

(141331)
(141289)

Compliant Packages

(141329)

(141323-R/L1) ANSI

ANSI only

3 8’’

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve
with hand-held shower

•	L-shaped fold-up Phenolic white seat

•

Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

•

Chrome pressure balance mixing valve
with hand-held shower

•

Chrome 24’’ slide bar & 60’’ flexible hose

MAAX assumes no responsibilities for final code compliance. Information and specifications taken from this document must be confirmed with appropriate authorities.
Units are code compliant when fully equipped and installed according to guidelines. Outlook plus units also meet Massachusetts state code requirements when fully
equipped and installed according to guidelines. Refer to separate document for more information.
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generation + series

generation + series
AKER Generation + products aim to promote autonomy while simplifying the user’s day to day life. Each model offers a set of options and
accessories for a complete customized experience. Homeowners will appreciate how AKER Outlook plus performs beautifully. Options
are factory-installed on the units; whereas accessories come separately and therefore can be ordered after the product is
installed.
Consult product pages to see the available options and accessories for each of our products.

Options & Accessories
Grabs Bars
Straight 1

Factory-installed

Curved 1

Modern and stylish grab bars, featuring an easy to clean smooth surface.
Straight, Curved or Pivot, available in multiple dimensions, they are
ergonomically designed for your safety and comfort. Select the color that
suits your style: white, chrome or brushed nickel. They can be factoryinstalled or purchased separately for future installation.

Pivot 2 3

Straight: For horizontal, vertical, side walls or back wall installation.

Factory-installed

Curved: Evolve with your reality, each of the 3 sections of the bar have
a specific purpose.
Pivot: Pivots at a 180° angle and locks in place for multiple stable and
secure assistance positions.

Factory-installed

1 Left-hand shown I 2 Left-hand shown I 3 Pivot Direct

Straight & Curved
Accessories

Phenolic Fold-Up Shower Seat
AKER’s Generation + rectangular fold-up shower seat is 26'' wide
and is made with stainless steel frames and Phenolic seat tops
available in white or teak. Phenolic is a high quality material that is
smooth and non-porous, easy to clean and does not retain bacteria.

White

This fold-up seat virtually disappears in the shower when you don’t need
it, but is accessible when you do. All seats are designed and tested to
withstand 300 lbs. of load capacity.

Teak

tomorrow’s needs with today’s styles by choosing our always accessible, easily adaptable Generation +
Series. Each model accommodates a wide range of abilities and sensibilities, intelligently designed to evolve as your
Prepare for

needs do.

Fold Down Seat

The Generation + products balance your priority of comfort

and peace of mind with your desire for a modern look that
never feels dated. Reinforced walls offer versatility in grab-bar and seat placement - now or in the future. AKER’s vast
selection of grab bars, seats and accessories allow you the ability to customize your experience. In addition, the smooth, clean
lines beckon you into a

14

lifetime of clean living.

Outlook plus I Full-Strength Bathware Line

Relax and enjoy the soothing benefits of AKER’s Generation + high quality
fold down shower seat made of long-lasting Polyurethane. This seat is 19''
wide and has rounded, smooth edges with hinges that allow for a safe and
easy side transfer while eliminating discomfort for pressure sensitive bathers.
This minimalist seat comes in white only while fixtures are available in 3
finishes (white, chrome and brushed nickel). AKER shower seats have been
designed and tested to support loads up to 300 lbs.

www.akerbymaax.com
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generation + series

Options & Accessories (cont’d)
Phenolic Removable Tub Shower Seat
White

5

AKER’s Generation + rectangular removable seat is 29'' wide and is made with stainless steel frames
and Phenolic seat tops available in white or teak. Phenolic is a high quality material that is smooth and
non-porous, easy to clean and does not retain bacteria.

year

warranty
on gelcoat

OPTS-6032G-2P
Tub Shower
5

The seat can be placed on the tub for safe and secure transfers or completely removed when not required
to optimize space. All seats are designed and tested to withstand 300 lbs. of load capacity when properly
installed.

Teak

6
3

Faucet Kit
Optimize your shower experience with the Outlook plus faucet kit. The kit includes a pressure balance
mixing valve, hand-held shower, a 24'' slide bar and 60'' flexible hose. Available in chrome & brushed
nickel.

Curtain Rod

Shower Curtain

Soap Dish

4

White anti-bacterial vinyl curtain
with stainless steel hooks.

Chrome or stainless steel curtain
rod factory installed. A white vinyl
shower curtain is sold separately.

shower Drain
Functional recessed chrome or white
soap dish for optimal showering
experience.

shower doors
MAAX offers a wide selection of custom-fit shower door

styles that work seamlessly with Generation + tub shower
and shower units.

Functional solid brass shower
drain with chrome stainless steel
grid. Quick caulk-seal feature.

Dimensions

Standard Features

•	Interior dimensions:

2-piece tub shower reinforced for customized
placement of grab bars and seat

56 ½ L x 30 3/8’’ W x 74’’ H
•

Exterior dimensions:
59 ¾’’ L x 33’’ W x 78 ½’’ H

•	Apron height: 17 ¾’’

Consult MAAX webiste for more information.

Outlook plus I Full-Strength Bathware Line

(141302)

•	Right or left-hand drain
•

Textured bottom

•

Above-the-Floor Rough

•

Available in standard and non-standard colors

Customize your experience
1 18’’ & 24’’ (H+V), 36’’ (H) & 42’’ (H) straight grab bars 1
2 47’’ curved grab bar
3 Pivot grab bar
4 Rectangular removable Phenolic seat
5 60’’ curtain rod
6 Pressure balance mixing valve with hand-held shower,
slide bar and hose
7 Recessed soap dish

1

16

1

2

7

(H) Horizontal / (V) Vertical

www.akerbymaax.com
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generation + series

OPS-6034G
Shower

5

year

warranty

OPS-5634G
Shower

5

year

6

6

warranty

on gelcoat

on gelcoat

1

3

2
8

8
7

7

1

1

3

4

4

2

5
5

Dimensions

Standard Features (141301)

Customize your experience

•	Interior dimensions:

1-piece shower reinforced for customized
placement of grab bars and seat

1 18’’ (V), 24’’ (V+H), 36 & 48’’ (H) straight grab bars

•	Center drain

3 Pivot grab bar

59’’ L x 34’’ W x 72 ½’’ H
•

Exterior dimensions:
63’’ L x 37’’ W x 75 ½’’ H

•	Skirt height: 2’’

•

Textured bottom

•

Available in standard and non-standard colors

•	Threshold: Zero

1

Dimensions

Standard Features (141286)

Customize your experience

•	Interior dimensions:

1-piece shower reinforced for customized
placement of grab bars and seat

1 18’’ & 24’’ (H+V) & 30’’ (H) straight grab bars 1

•	Center drain

3 Pivot grab bar

56’’ L x 34’’ W x 72 1/4’ H

2 47’’ curved grab bar
•

4 Rectangular 19’’ wide fold down Polyurethane seat
5 Rectangular 26’’ wide fold-up Phenolic seat
6 60’’ curtain rod
7 Pressure balance mixing valve with hand held shower,
slide bar and hose

Exterior dimensions:
59 3/4’’ L x 37’’ W x 75 ½’’ H

•	Skirt height: 2’’
•	Threshold: Zero

8 Recessed soap dish
1

(H) Horizontal / (V) Vertical

18
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•

Textured bottom

•

Available in standard and non-standard colors

2 32’’ curved grab bar
4 Rectangular 19’’ wide fold down Polyurethane seat
5 Rectangular 26’’ wide fold-up Phenolic seat
6 56’’ curtain rod
7 Pressure balance mixing valve with hand held shower,
slide bar and hose
8 Recessed soap dish

1

(H) Horizontal / (V) Vertical

www.akerbymaax.com
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generation + series

generation + series

OPS-4836G
Shower

5

year

5

year

6

warranty
on gelcoat

OPS-3636G
Shower
5

warranty
on gelcoat

2

3
7
8

6

7

1
4

2

1

4
5
3

Dimensions

Standard Features

•	Interior dimensions:

1-piece shower reinforced for customized
placement of grab bars and seat
•	Center drain

48’’ L x 36’’ W x 76 3/8’’ H
•

Exterior dimensions:
50 ½’’ L x 39’’ W x 78 ½’’ H

•	Skirt height: 1 1/ 8’’
•

(141285)

Customize your experience
1 18’’ (V), 24’’ (H+V), 30’’ & 36’’ (H) straight grab bars

Standard Features

•	Interior dimensions:

1-piece shower reinforced for customized
placement of grab bars and seat

1 18’’ (V) & 24’’ (H+V) straight grab bars 1

•	Center drain

3 Rectangular 19’’ wide fold down Polyurethane seat

36’’ L x 36’’ W x 72 ¼’’ H

2 32’’ curved grab bar
3 Pivot grab bar

•

Textured bottom

4 Rectangular 19’’ wide fold down Polyurethane seat

•

Available in standard and non-standard colors

5 Rectangular 26’’ wide fold-up Phenolic seat

Threshold: ½’’

1

Dimensions

6 48’’ curtain rod
7 Pressure balance mixing valve with hand held shower,
slide bar and hose

•

Exterior dimensions:
38 ½’’ L x 38 ¾’’ W x 75 1 ¼’’ H

•	Skirt height: 2’’

(141284-R/L2)

•

Textured bottom

•

Available in standard and non-standard colors

•	Threshold: Zero

Customize your experience
2 23’’ curved grab bar
4 Rectangular 26’’ wide fold-up Phenolic seat
5 36’’ curtain rod
6 Pressure balance mixing valve with hand-held shower,
slide bar and hose
7 Recessed soap dish

8 Recessed soap dish
1

(H) Horizontal / (V) Vertical
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1

(H) Horizontal / (V) Vertical / 2 R/L hand refer to left or right grab bar positioning
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color chart.
gelcoat Standard Colors
White (002)
Bone (004)
Biscuit (007)

gelcoat Non-Standard Colors

maintenance.
AKER uses durable, high quality materials and innovative
technology in manufacturing and design of its products to reduce the
time needed to spend cleaning and caring for them. However, proper
and regular maintenance is still vital.
Follow these general use and maintenance tips, as well as any that
come with the AKER products, and you will be rewarded with years
of great service.

Black
(015)
Day Dream
(023)
Dresden Blue
(021)

EXPERIENCE

Dusty Rose
(071)

A GREENER

Fawn Beige
(054)
Glacier Blue
(024)

The environment is important to all of us. We, at MAAX,

Ice Grey
(017)

believe in doing our part in reducing our ecological footprint.

Innocent Blush
(066)

This document is printed on FSC certified paper. FSC

Logan Berry
(065)
Mexican Sand
(053)
Peach Bisque
(043)
Ruby
(073)
Sand Bar
(143)
Sea Foam Green
(034)
Shell
(069)

certification guarantees that all fibres used come from

Tub shower & Shower Maintenance

renewable sources and meet the highest international
standards.

Wipe down after every use with a squeegee or soft cloth. This
reduces the buildup from soap, bath additives, natural body oils
and mineral deposits in water, making cleaning easy and helping
to maintain the unit’s natural luster.

With your cooperation and understanding, through a simple
gesture, it is quite impressive to see how we can all contribute
improving our environment.

Clean regularly with a non-abrasive cleaning spray or creambased cleansing agent. Never use abrasive cleansers, scrapers,
metal brushes, or anything that could scratch or dull the surface.

Join us at akerbymaax.com
www.akerbymaax.com is an essential and inspiring source of

Sky Light
(028)
Spring
(169)
Sterling Silver
(006)

Add luster to and remove fine scratches from tub and
shower surfaces by cleaning and polishing regularly with regular
car wax. However, avoid waxing tub and shower bottoms as these
could become slippery.
Remove plaster residue with a plastic or wooden spatula

Sunlight
(168)

wrapped in a moist cloth.

Thunder Grey
(019)

Repair nicked or damaged surfaces immediately using

Timberline
(036)

MAAX repair kits for gelcoat surfaces.

information.
In addition to finding all the products and therapeutic system
details included in this book, our website offers design tips,
product configurators and other useful sections such as a
press room, technical support and where to buy.
Download technical drawings, installation guides, specification
pages, photos and videos with one click
Our site, constantly evolving, is your personal assistant.

Wild Rose
(067)
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Technical Services
Tel: 1-800-962-2537
Fax: 1-304-263-8369
akertechnicalservices@maax.com
Customer Service
Tel: 1-800-962-2537
Fax: 1-304-263-8369
akercustomercare@maax.com

www.akerbymaax.com
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For any questions or comments, please contact akercustomercare@maax.com

